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overview

Frogparking’s patented indoor guidance system directs users to 
available parking so they never have to cross their fingers, and 
hope that they’ll find a parking space if they keep driving.

With Frogparking’s minimalistic and clever design your facility 
can have parking guidance without the price tag of a trip to 
Mars! No more lighting your parking garage up like a Christmas 
tree, and paying for costly parking guidance systems that 
require loads of cabling, hours of installation and a light 
indicator on each parking space.

A tiny sensor in each parking space tells the guidance light 
when it’s vacant or occupied. The guidance light is mounted in 
the center of the traffic aisle and manages up to eight parking 
spaces (four either side) - it glows red if the car parks are full, 
and green if there are car parks available. Whether it’s pink, 
purple, orange or blue, guidance lights are fully color 
configurable so you can personalize the system to suit your 
facility.

Variable message signage can be added at key decision points 
to improve traffic flow.

But, this is not just a vanilla guidance system with pretty lights – 
it provides a wealth of information, and is fully integrated with 
enforcement, mobile app guidance, advertising and loyalty 
capable and can be integrated with access control systems.

The world’s first wireless guidance solution
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Frogparking guidance lights can be customized to fit to existing light fittings.

Slim-LED-8FT-SO45251 retrofit details on final page

Frogparking guidance light fitted to Frogparking power rail slimline in 

matte black finish.

power rail
mounting system

custom
mounting system

indoor guidance options
the world’s smartest indoor guidance

requires 40mm diameter by 30mm depth hole to accommodate sensor.

Allow 30mm clearance to any embedded post-tension wires or cabling

surface mount sensor is quick to 

install. 17mm total height.

dimensions      

enclosure  

wireless communications

circuitry

operating temperature

software updates

led colors

configuration

65mm (height) x 50mm (width)

high impact UV resistant UL rated plastic 

433Mhz, 866MHz, 868MHz, 915Mhz (depending on region), 2.4Ghz, NFC

lead-free circuit board with RoHS-standard components

-20°C to 80°C 

sent wirelessly as required

full color, bi-directional display

web configurable 

tech specs - guidance light

dimensions      

mounting

enclosure  

fixing method

expected battery life

wireless communications

circuitry

operating temperature

detection

surface mount - 75mm x 12mm. recess mount - 40mm (diameter)  x 30mm       

surface mount or recess mount

surface mount - high impact UV resistant UL rated plastic 

recessed - 304 grade stainless housing, high impact UV resistant UL rated plastic 

surface mount - 3 stainless screws with inbuild expanding masonry anchors

recessed - bonded into surface with epoxy resin

3-7 years*

2.4Ghz

lead-free circuit board with RoHS-standard components

-20°C to 80°C

ble 

tech specs - sensor

recessed sensorsurface mount sensor
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*depending on configuration and distance from gateway and dependent on communication settings



features

If you are looking for a total parking management solution that has an additional revenue opportunity, then the complete 
Frogparking guidance solution is for you!  Put your parking facility in the hands of motorists, enabling them to search for availability 
and be navigated to the parking facility, once they arrive the system will know where they are parked and deliver them vouchers and 
promotions on the mobile app.  If they have forgotten where they are parked, the friendly ‘find my car’ feature will navigate back to 
their vehicle. Through access to Frogparking’s cloud based parking management software, parking managers will have the ability to 
monitor and analyze their facility to make informed decisions.

mobile app with
parking payment,

parking guidance, navigation,
find my car

variable message 
signage

custom configuration
of hardware

enforcement
and citation
processing

advertising, vouchers
and loyalty

GPS permit
and management

variable message
advertising

cloud-based reports
and analytics
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+

+
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internet
gateway
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users

+
unlimted
upgrades
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in action



To fit the frogparking guidance light to Axis slim LED lighting fixtures, a clip on mounting bracket was designed. The frogparking 
guidance light is attached to the bracket and then it is simply slipped over the Axis light frame. 

In conjunction with Axis, a suitable power supply was sourced that met both the physical and electrical requirements of the Axis 
lighting system. This power supply is easily retrofitted using Axis stocked components.  Guidance LIght Power Requirements: 1W, 
24V-48VDC

The low voltage power wires from the guidance light are wrapped around the inside of the clip on bracket before slipping into the 
top of the Axis light fitting for connection to the output of the power supply. The wiring is out of sight from below resulting in a 
nice tidy, cohesive retrofit.

The below photos show the frogparking guidance light fitted to the Axis lighting system.

Slim-LED-8FT-SO45251
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